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Lady Isabella's Scandalous Marriage
A dragon shapeshifter and a healer with power over the earth fight a corrupt
empire in this thrilling and deeply emotional romantic fantasy from the USA Today
bestselling author of Radiance. Magic is outlawed in the Krael Empire and
punishable by death. Born with the gift of earth magic, the free trader Halani keeps
her dangerous secret closely guarded. When her uncle buys a mysterious artifact,
a piece of bone belonging to a long-dead draga, Halani knows it's far more than
what it seems. Dragas haven't been seen for more than a century, and most
believe them extinct. They're wrong. Dragas still walk among the denizens of the
Empire, disguised as humans. Malachus is a draga living on borrowed time. The
magic that has protected him will soon turn on him--unless he finds a key part of
his heritage. He has tracked it to a group of free traders, among them a graverobbing earth witch who fascinates him as much as she frustrates him with her
many secrets. Unbeknownst to both, the Empire's twisted empress searches for a
draga of her own, to capture and kill as a trophy. As Malachus the hunter becomes
the hunted, Halani must risk herself and all she loves to save him from the
Empire's machinations and his own lethal birthright.

Castle Waiting Vol. 2
The New York Times bestselling novel by the Goodreads Choice Awards Best Debut
Author of 2016, published in 15 countries! Mortals rule the desert nation of Miraji,
but mythical beasts still roam the wild and remote areas, and rumor has it that
somewhere, djinn still perform their magic. For humans, it’s an unforgiving place,
especially if you’re poor, orphaned, or female. Amani Al’Hiza is all three. She’s a
gifted gunslinger with perfect aim, but she can’t shoot her way out of Dustwalk,
the back-country town where she’s destined to wind up wed or dead. Then she
meets Jin, a rakish foreigner, in a shooting contest, and sees him as the perfect
escape route. But though she’s spent years dreaming of leaving Dustwalk, she
never imagined she’d gallop away on mythical horse—or that it would take a
foreign fugitive to show her the heart of the desert she thought she knew. This
startlingly original Middle-East-meets-Wild-West fantasy reveals what happens
when a dream deferred explodes—in the fires of rebellion, of romantic passion, and
the all-consuming inferno of a girl finally embracing her power.
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Chicken in the Kitchen
A timely work of unsettling journalistic fiction that focuses on the apathy towards
gender violence and femicide that exists in Argentina. Considered a precursor to
the #NiUnaMenos movement that tackles gender violence in Latin America, in the
vein of #MeToo. Almada received an Honor from the Argentine Senate in 2019 for
her work to raise awareness of violence against children, adolescents and women.
First Charco title to be published in US and UK simultaneously. TV Rights sold
(Argentina)

Dark Lord of Derkholm
New York Times bestseller Alison Goodman's eagerly awaited new project -- a
Regency adventure starring a stylish and intrepid demon-hunter! London, April
1812. On the eve of 18-year-old Lady Helen Wrexhall's presentation to the Queen,
one of her family's housemaids disappears--and Helen is drawn into the shadows of
Regency London. There, she meets Lord Carlston, one of the few who can stop the
perpetrators: a cabal of demons infiltrating every level of society. Dare she ask for
his help, when his reputation is almost as black as his lingering eyes? And will her
intelligence and headstrong curiosity wind up leading them into a death trap? From
the Hardcover edition.

Shadow Scale
"The most powerful stories encompass a paradox. Spindle is both mythic and true,
old beyond reckoning and dazzlingly, gloriously new. You've known this story all
your life; you have never heard its like before. The Storyteller Queen lives, and her
name is E. K. Johnston." -Rachel Hartman, New York Times best-selling author of
Seraphina/DIV DIVThe world is made safe by a womanbut it is a very big world. It
has been generations since the Storyteller Queen drove the demon out of her
husband and saved her country from fire and blood. Her family has prospered
beyond the borders of their village, and two new kingdoms have sprouted on either
side of the mountains where the demons are kept prisoner by bright iron, and by
the creatures the Storyteller Queen made to keep them contained. But the prison
is crumbling. Through years of careful manipulation, a demon has regained her
power. She has made one kingdom strong and brought the other to its knees,
waiting for the perfect moment to strike. When a princess is born, the demon is
ready with the final blow: a curse that will cost the princess her very soul, or force
her to destroy her own people to save her life. The threads of magic are tightly
spun, binding princess and exiled spinners into a desperate plot to break the curse
before the demon can become a queen of men. But the web of power is
dangerously tangled--and they may not see the true pattern until it is unspooled.

Spindle
Sam leads a pretty normal life. He may not have the most exciting job in the world,
but he's doing all right—until a fast food prank brings him to the attention of
Douglas, a creepy guy with an intense violent streak. Turns out Douglas is a
necromancer who raises the dead for cash and sees potential in Sam. Then Sam
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discovers he's a necromancer too, but with strangely latent powers. And his worst
nightmare wants to join forces . . . or else. With only a week to figure things out,
Sam needs all the help he can get. Luckily he lives in Seattle, which has nearly as
many paranormal types as it does coffee places. But even with newfound friends,
will Sam be able to save his skin? Hold Me Closer, Necromancer is a 2011 Bank
Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

Riverland
“A high-octane thriller . . . Nyxia grabs you from the first line and never lets go.”
—Marie Lu, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Warcross Every life has a
price in this sci-fi thriller—the first in a trilogy—that has the nonstop action of The
Maze Runner and the high-stakes space setting of Illuminae. What would you be
willing to risk for a lifetime of fortune? Emmett Atwater isn’t just leaving Detroit;
he’s leaving Earth. Why the Babel Corporation recruited him is a mystery, but the
number of zeroes on their contract has him boarding their lightship and hoping to
return to Earth with enough money to take care of his family. Forever. Before long,
Emmett discovers that he is one of ten recruits, all of whom have troubled pasts
and are a long way from home. Now each recruit must earn the right to travel
down to the planet of Eden—a planet that Babel has kept hidden—where they will
mine a substance called Nyxia that has quietly become the most valuable material
in the universe. But Babel’s ship is full of secrets. And Emmett will face the
ultimate choice: win the fortune at any cost, or find a way to fight that won’t
forever compromise what it means to be human. “The 100 meets Illuminae in this
high-octane sci-fi thriller.” —Bustle AND DON'T MISS NYXIA UNLEASHED WHICH
TOMI ADEYEMI, NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF CHILDREN OF BLOOD
AND BONE CALLS "A THRILLING SPACE ADVENTURE WITH AN INCREDIBLY DIVERSE
CAST."

Nyxia
Sixteen-year-old Darcy Jones knows little about her past except that she was
abandoned outside a Chicago firehouse at age five, but when the mysterious Conn
arrives at her high school, she begins to discover things about her past that she is
not sure she likes.

She Walks, She Leads
Mr. Chesney operates Pilgrim Parties, a tour group that takes paying participants
into an outer realm where the inhabitants play frightening and foreboding roles.
The time has come to end the staged madness . . . but can it really be stopped?
Master storyteller Diana Wynne Jones serves up twists and turns, introduces
Querida, Derk, Blade, and Shona and a remarkable cast of wizards, soldiers, kings,
dragons, and griffins, and mixes in a lively dash of humor. With all the ingredients
of high fantasy, this unforgettable novel will delight fans old and new.

Of Neptune
One Dragon Egg Holds the Key to the Future. When Kale, a slave girl, finds a
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dragon egg, she is given the unexpected opportunity to become a servant to
Paladin. But on her way to The Hall, where she was to be trained, Kale runs into
danger. Rescued by a small band of Paladin’s servants, Kale is turned from her
destination. Feeling afraid and unprepared, Kale embarks on a perilous quest to
find the meech dragon egg stolen by the foul Wizard Risto. But their journey is
threatened when a key member of the party is captured, leaving the remaining
companions to find the Wizard Fenworth, attempt an impossible rescue, and
recover the egg--whose true value they have not begun to suspect. Weaving
together memorable characters, daring adventure, and a core of eternal truth,
Dragonspell--the first book in the Dragon Keepers Chronicles--is a finely crafted
and welcome addition to the corpus of fantasy fiction.

Backhand
When things go bad at home, sisters Eleanor and Mike hide in a secret place under
Eleanor’s bed, telling monster stories. Often, it seems those stories and their
mother’s house magic are all that keep them safe from both busybodies and their
dad’s temper. But when their father breaks a family heirloom, a glass witch ball, a
river suddenly appears beneath the bed, and Eleanor and Mike fall into a world
where dreams are born, nightmares struggle to break into the real world, and
secrets have big consequences. Full of both adventure and heart, Riverland is a
story about the bond between two sisters and how they must make their own
magic to protect each other and save the ones they love.

The Night of the Virgin
Zeina Abirached, author of the award-winning graphic novel A Game for Swallows,
returns with a powerful collection of wartime memories. Abirached was born in
Lebanon in 1981. She grew up in Beirut as fighting between Christians and Muslims
divided the city streets. Follow her past cars riddled with bullet holes, into taxi cabs
that travel where buses refuse to go, and on outings to collect shrapnel from the
sidewalk. With striking black-and-white artwork, Abirached recalls the details of
ordinary life inside a war zone.

The Smoke Thieves
A powerful exploration of love, identity, and self-worth through the eyes of a fierce,
questioning Puerto Rican teen. Fifteen-year-old Verdad doesn't think she has time
for love. She's still struggling to process the recent death of her best friend,
Blanca; dealing with the high expectations of her hardworking Puerto Rican mother
and the absence of her remarried father; and keeping everyone at a distance. But
when she meets Danny, a new guy at school—who happens to be trans—all bets
are off. Verdad suddenly has to deal with her mother's disapproval of her
relationship with Danny as well as her own prejudices and questions about her
identity, and Danny himself, who is comfortable in his skin but keeping plenty of
other secrets. In her luminous, raw, and open-hearted exploration of identity, grief
and first love, NoNieqa Ramos has created an unforgettable character in Verdad.
The Truth Is offers a complex look at a brilliant, queer, neurodifferent girl, the
mother who loves but doesn't understand her, and a fabulously drawn group of
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street kids who can't save themselves but just might save her. A brilliantly written
breathtaking book. I couldn't put it down! —Michelle Ruiz-Keil, author of All of Us
with Wings A brilliant, beautiful, moving story of ecstasy and loss and tragedy and
hope, The Truth Is demands to be read. The fast-moving plot bristles with literary
and classical references, but the deepest insights—and there are plenty—come
from the unforgettable observations and conclusions of its main character, Verdad
de la Reyna, an unforgettably brave and complicated heroine who confronts
profoundly disturbing, real-world challenges with the help of friends, both present
and past. Nonieqa Ramos follows up The Disturbed Girl's Dictionary with another
superb novel guaranteed to break the reader's heart before trying to mend it."
—Tom Wilinsky and Jen Sternick, authors of Snowsisters NoNieqa Ramos's unflinching voice and writing style continues to cement her as a force to be reckoned
with in the YA world. —Mia García, author of The Resolutions

DragonSpell
"A sparkling debut. Landragin’s seductive literary romp shines as a celebration of
the act of storytelling." —Publishers Weekly "Romance, mystery, history, and
magical invention dance across centuries in an impressive debut novel." —Kirkus
Reviews (Starred Review) "Deft writing seduces the reader in a complex tale of
pursuit, denial, and retribution moving from past to future. Highly recommended."
—Library Journal (Starred Review) Alex Landragin's Crossings is an unforgettable
and explosive genre-bending debut—a novel in three parts, designed to be read in
two different directions, spanning a hundred and fifty years and seven lifetimes.
On the brink of the Nazi occupation of Paris, a German-Jewish bookbinder stumbles
across a manuscript called Crossings. It has three narratives, each as unlikely as
the next. And the narratives can be read one of two ways: either straight through
or according to an alternate chapter sequence. The first story in Crossings is a
never-before-seen ghost story by the poet Charles Baudelaire, penned for an
illiterate girl. Next is a noir romance about an exiled man, modeled on Walter
Benjamin, whose recurring nightmares are cured when he falls in love with a
storyteller who draws him into a dangerous intrigue of rare manuscripts, police
corruption, and literary societies. Finally, there are the fantastical memoirs of a
woman-turned-monarch whose singular life has spanned seven generations. With
each new chapter, the stunning connections between these seemingly disparate
people grow clearer and more extraordinary. Crossings is an unforgettable
adventure full of love, longing and empathy.

Amy Unbounded
A dreamer named Manny wants to become a professional soccer player in the US.
There's one big problem though.

Enchanted Everglades
Serafina's defeat of the Man in the Black Cloak has brought her out of the shadows
and into the daylight realm of her home, Biltmore Estate. Every night she visits her
mother in the forest, eager to learn the ways of the cat¬amount. But Serafina finds
herself caught between her two worlds: she's too wild for Biltmore's beautifully
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dressed ladies and formal customs, and too human to fully join her kin. Late one
night, Serafina encounters a strange and terrifying figure in the forest, and is
attacked by the vicious wolfhounds that seem to be under his control. Even worse,
she's convinced that the stranger was not alone, that he has sent his accomplice
into Biltmore in disguise. Someone is wreaking havoc at the estate. A mysterious
series of attacks test Serafina's role as Biltmore's protector, culminating in a
tragedy that tears Serafina's best friend and only ally, Braeden Vanderbilt, from
her side. Heartbroken, she flees. Deep in the forest, Serafina comes face-to-face
with the evil infecting Biltmore—and discovers its reach is far greater than she'd
ever imagined. All the humans and creatures of the Blue Ridge Mountains are in
terrible danger. For Serafina to defeat this new evil before it engulfs her beloved
home, she must search deep inside herself and embrace the destiny that has
always awaited her.

The Hero and the Crown
What would you do if you woke up to find the shadow of a giant chicken passing
your bedroom door? Go and investigate, of course!

Serafina and the Seven Stars
A conclusion to the trilogy that includes Of Poseidon and Of Triton finds Emma and
Galen pursuing alone time in the small town of Neptune only to land in the middle
of a power struggle that threatens their ocean kingdoms.

Rebel of the Sands
The story of Amy of Eddybrook, a medieval girl.

The Story of Owen
Listen! For I sing of Owen Thorskard: valiant of heart, hopeless at algebra, last in a
long line of legendary dragon slayers. Though he had few years and was not built
for football, he stood between the town of Trondheim and creatures that
threatened its survival.There have always been dragons. As far back as history is
told, men and women have fought them, loyally defending their villages. Dragon
slaying was a proud tradition.But dragons and humans have one thing in common:
an insatiable appetite for fossil fuels. From the moment Henry Ford hired his first
dragon slayer, no small town was safe. Dragon slayers flocked to cities, leaving
more remote areas unprotected.Such was Trondheim's fate until Owen Thorskard
arrived. At sixteen, with dragons advancing and his grades plummeting, Owen
faced impossible odds--armed only with a sword, his legacy, and the classmate
who agreed to be his bard.Listen! I am Siobhan McQuaid. I alone know the story of
Owen, the story that changes everything. Listen!

Crossings
A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! "I've loved every one of Susanna's
books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with
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characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"—
DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander A journey
through time and a story of love, The Rose Garden tells the story of a modern
woman thrown back three centuries only to find that might just be where she
belongs. After the death of her sister, Eva Ward leaves Hollywood behind to return
to the only place she feels she truly belongs, the old house on the coast of
Cornwall, England. She's seeking comfort in memories of childhood summers, but
what she finds is mysterious voices and hidden pathways that sweep her not only
into the past, but also into the arms of a man who is not of her time. But Eva soon
discovers that the man, Daniel Butler, is very, very real and is thrown into a world
of intrigue, treason, and love. Inside the old house, Eva must confront her own
ghosts, as well as those of long ago. And as she begins to question her place in the
present, she realizes she must decide where she really belongs: in the life she
knows or the past she feels so drawn towards. Other bestselling books by Susanna
Kearsley: The Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The Firebird

The Madness of Miss Grey
Lost in the Everglades, two former besties enlist a timid yogi alligator and his
friends to help them find their way home and rekindle their friendship while being
unwittingly stalked by a mischievous river otter and a mutant python bent on
revenge.

Dead Girls
On Wilde Island, there is no peace between dragons, fairies, and humans. Wilde
Island is in an uproar over the recent death of its king. As the uneasy pact between
dragons, fairies, and humans begins to fray, the royal witch hunter with a hidden
agenda begins a vengeful quest to burn girls suspected of witchcraft before a new
king is crowned.. Strong-willed Tess, a blacksmith’s daughter from a tiny hamlet,
wants more for herself than a husband and a house to keep. But in times like these
wanting more can be dangerous. Accused of witchery, Tess and her two friends are
forced to flee the violent witch hunter. As their pursuer draws ever closer they find
shelter with a huntsman in the outskirts of the forbidden Dragonswood sanctuary.
But staying with the mysterious huntsman poses risks of its own: Tess does not
know how to handle the attraction she feels for him—or resist the elusive call that
draws her deeper onto the heart of Dragonswood.

Hold Me Closer, Necromancer
A new vision of knights, dragons, and the fair maiden caught in between . . . Four
decades of peace have done little to ease the mistrust between humans and
dragons in the kingdom of Goredd. Folding themselves into human shape, dragons
attend court as ambassadors, and lend their rational, mathematical minds to
universities as scholars and teachers. As the treaty's anniversary draws near,
however, tensions are high. Seraphina has reason to fear both sides. An unusually
gifted musician, she joins the court just as a member of the royal family is
murdered. While a sinister plot to destroy the peace is uncovered, Seraphina
struggles to protect the secret behind her musical gift, one so terrible that its
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discovery could mean her very life. Seraphina's tortuous journey to self-acceptance
will make a magical, indelible impression on its readers.

Seraphina
In the highly-anticipated next installment of the Serafina series, Serafina must
confront the darkest threat she's ever encountered at Biltmore Estate. She knows
she can face anything with her best friend and closest ally, Braeden Vanderbilt, by
her side. But when a sinister force tears them apart, Serafina scrambles to uncover
the mystery of her most formidable challenge yetand about herself and the destiny
that awaits her.

Bradley's Dragons
An outcast princess must earn her birthright as a hero of the realm—in this “utterly
engrossing” Newbery Medal–winning fantasy (The New York Times). Aerin is an
outcast in her own father’s court, daughter of the foreign woman who, it was
rumored, was a witch, and enchanted the king to marry her. She makes friends
with her father’s lame, retired warhorse, Talat, and discovers an old, overlooked,
and dangerously imprecise recipe for dragon-fire-proof ointment in a dusty corner
of her father’s library. Two years, many canter circles to the left to strengthen
Talat’s weak leg, and many burnt twigs (and a few fingers) secretly experimenting
with the ointment recipe later, Aerin is present when someone comes from an
outlying village to report a marauding dragon to the king. Aerin slips off alone to
fetch her horse, her sword, and her fireproof ointment . . . But modern dragons,
while formidable opponents fully capable of killing a human being, are small and
accounted vermin. There is no honor in killing dragons. The great dragons are a
tale out of ancient history. That is, until the day that the king is riding out at the
head of an army. A weary man on an exhausted horse staggers into the courtyard
where the king’s troop is assembled: “The Black Dragon has come . . . Maur, who
has not been seen for generations, the last of the great dragons, great as a
mountain. Maur has awakened.”

The Shadow Society
The breathless finale to the New York Times bestselling Rebel of the Sands series
will have you on the edge of your seat until the dust from the final battle clears!
When gunslinging Amani Al'Hiza escaped her dead-end town, she never imagined
she'd join a revolution, let alone lead one. But after the bloodthirsty Sultan of Miraji
imprisoned the Rebel Prince Ahmed in the mythical city of Eremot, she doesn't
have a choice. Armed with only her revolver, her wits, and her untameable Demdji
powers, Amani must rally her skeleton crew of rebels for a rescue mission through
the unforgiving desert to a place that, according to maps, doesn't exist. As she
watches those she loves most lay their lives on the line against ghouls and enemy
soldiers, Amani questions whether she can be the leader they need or if she is
leading them all to their deaths.

Dragonswood
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The hotly anticipated sequel to The New York Times bestseller Seraphina! A dragon
war comes to Goredd in the much-anticipated sequel to the Governor General's
Award-nominated novel Seraphina by Rachel Hartman. As Seraphina Dombegh
travels the Southlands in search of the other half-dragons to help in the war effort,
the dragon general Comonot and his Loyalists fight against the upstart Old Guard
with the fate of Goredd and the other human countries hanging in the balance.

The Rose Garden
With its long-awaited second volume, Linda Medley’s witty and sublimely drawn
fantasy eases into a relaxed comedy of manners as Lady Jain settles into her new
life in Castle Waiting. Unexpected visitors result in the discovery and exploration of
a secret passageway, not to mention an epic bowling tournament. A quest for
ladies’ underpants, the identity of her baby son Pindar’s father, the education of
Simon, Rackham and Chess arguing about the “manly arts,” and an escape-prone
goat are just a few of the elements in this delightful new volume. Characters,
including Jain’s earliest romantic entanglements and conflicts with her bratty older
sisters, the horrific past of the enigmatic Dr. Fell, and more. Originally released in a
slightly shorter version when the series ceased publication, this new edition
includes over 60 pages’ worth of brand new additional story and epilogue, and the
entire book has been re-lettered in a livelier, more inviting style for an even more
engaging reading experience.

Dragon Unleashed
Meet Tess, a brave new heroine from beloved epic fantasy author Rachel Hartman.
"Surprising, rewarding, and enlightening, both a fantasy adventure and a meta
discourse on consent, shame, and female empowerment."--Kirkus Reviews, starred
review "Not to be ignored. Absolutely essential."--Booklist, starred review In the
medieval kingdom of Goredd, women are expected to be ladies, men are their
protectors, and dragons can be whomever they choose. Tess is none of these
things. Tess is. . . different. She speaks out of turn, has wild ideas, and can't seem
to keep out of trouble. Then Tess goes too far. What she's done is so disgraceful,
she can't even allow herself to think of it. Unfortunately, the past cannot be
ignored. So Tess's family decide the only path for her is a nunnery. But on the day
she is to join the nuns, Tess chooses a different path for herself. She cuts her hair,
pulls on her boots, and sets out on a journey. She's not running away, she's
running towards something. What that something is, she doesn't know. Tess just
knows that the open road is a map to somewhere else--a life where she might
belong. Returning to the spellbinding world of the Southlands she created in the
award-winning, New York Times bestselling novel Seraphina, Rachel Hartman
explores self-reliance and redemption in this wholly original fantasy.

Serafina and the Splintered Heart
Unforgiveable betrayals, devious motives, and forbidden love collide in the first
installment of internationally bestselling author Sally Green's epic new fantasy
series, perfect for Game of Thrones fans. In a land tinged with magic and a bustling
trade in an illicit supernatural substance, destiny will intertwine the fates of five
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players: A visionary princess determined to forge her own path. An idealistic
solider whose heart is at odds with his duty. A streetwise hunter tracking the most
dangerous prey. A charming thief with a powerful hidden identity. A loyal servant
on a quest to avenge his kingdom. Their lives intersect with a stolen bottle of
demon smoke. As war approaches, they must navigate a tangled web of political
intrigue, shifting alliances, and forbidden love in order to uncover the dangerous
truth about the strangely powerful smoke that interwines their fates.

I Remember Beirut
From Marie Marquardt, the author of Dream Things True and The Radius of Us,
comes a story of two teenagers learning what to hold on to, what to let go of, and
that sometimes love gets in the way of our plans. Back when they were still
strangers, TJ Carvalho witnessed the only moment in Vivi Flannigan’s life when she
lost control entirely. Now, TJ can’t seem to erase that moment from his mind, no
matter how hard he tries. Vivi doesn’t remember any of it, but she’s determined to
leave it far behind. And she will. But when Vivi returns home from her first year
away at college, her big plans and TJ’s ambition to become a nurse land them both
on the heart ward of a university hospital, facing them with a long and painful
summer together – three months of glorified babysitting for Ángel, the problem
patient on the hall. Sure, Ángel may be suffering from a life-threatening heart
infection, but that doesn’t make him any less of a pain. As it turns out, though,
Ángel Solís has a thing or two to teach them about all those big plans, and the
incredible moments when love gets in their way. Written in alternating first person
from the perspectives of all three characters, Flight Season is a story about
discovering what’s really worth holding onto, learning how to let go of the rest, and
that one crazy summer that changes your life forever.

Check, Please!: # Hockey
Kinslayer is Book Two in Jay Kristoff's critically acclaimed Lotus War series that
began with Stormdancer, featuring an unforgettable heroine and a stunningly
original Japanese dystopian steampunk world A SHATTERED EMPIRE The mad
Shogun Yoritomo has been assassinated by the Stormdancer Yukiko, and the
threat of civil war looms over the Shima Imperium. The toxic blood lotus flower
continues to ravage the land, the deadlands splitting wider by the day. The
machine-worshippers of the Lotus Guild conspire to renew the nation's broken
dynasty and crush the growing rebellion simultaneously - by endorsing a new
Shogun who desires nothing more than to see Yukiko dead. A DARK LEGACY Yukiko
and the mighty thunder tiger Buruu have been cast in the role of heroes by the
Kagé rebellion. But Yukiko herself is blinded by rage over her father's death, and
her ability to hear the thoughts of beasts is swelling beyond her power to control.
Along with Buruu, Yukiko's anchor is Kin, the rebel Guildsman who helped her
escape from Yoritomo's clutches. But Kin has his own secrets, and is haunted by
visions of a future he'd rather die than see realized. A GATHERING STORM Kagé
assassins lurk within the Shogun's palace, plotting to end the new dynasty before it
begins. A waif from Kigen's gutters begins a friendship that could undo the entire
empire. A new enemy gathers its strength, readying to push the fracturing Shima
imperium into a war it cannot hope to survive. And across raging oceans, amongst
islands of black glass, Yukiko and Buruu will face foes no katana or talon can
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defeat. The ghosts of a blood-stained past.

Flight Season
All of society believes former actress Helen Grey to be mad, but after a decade
imprisoned in a crumbling Yorkshire asylum, she’s managed to cling to sanity.
When a new doctor arrives, she finally sees an opportunity for freedom and she’ll
do anything to not let it slip between her fingers. Dr. William Carter knows Miss
Grey is using him, but he can’t blame her. She’s no madder than he is yet she’s
spent years in this place. He’ll help her escape, but they can’t cross the line and
give into temptation—no matter how much he would like. Helen and Will need to
work together if she’s ever going to be free. It won’t be easy, not when her
mysterious benefactor is determined to keep her locked up and hidden from
society forever. When Helen is entangled in her own trap and begins to fall for Will
too, she must fight not only for her liberty but for her right to love.

Kinslayer
Serafina and Braeden make an epic return in the fourth installment of Robert
Beatty's #1 New York Times best-selling series. Peace and tranquility have finally
returned to Biltmore Estate after hard-won battles against encroaching darkness.
But as time passes without signs of danger, Serafina finds herself questioning her
own purpose. Who is she if not Biltmore's protector? When deceptively dark and
unsettling events begin to take place at Biltmore, is Serafina merely desperate to
once again play the role of heroine? Or are her home and loved ones in terrible
danger from a strange and sinister force?

Serafina and the Twisted Staff
When her husband, Lord Mac Mackenzie, follows her to London, determined to win
her back, Lady Isabella Scranton rises to the challenge by tempting him in ways he
could have never imagined, but a dangerous enemy waits in the wings to stop
them from reuniting--forever. Original.

Tess of the Road
The Hunters are Coming The first time a hunter came for him, Bradley Nash was
only nine years old. That was three years ago. Now, he lives with his family in a
Florida trailer park. He doesn't remember the attack, doesn't know anything about
hunters, or dragons, or even magic. As his twelfth birthday approaches, however,
his peaceful life starts falling apart. The hunters are coming, and if Bradley doesn't
figure out exactly who and what he is, everything he's ever known will be
destroyed.

Hero at the Fall
Mike Stewart is a bad boy. Sleeping around. Boozing. Fighting with teammates.
Name a bad behavior and he’s done it—done it so well, in fact, that he almost
tanked his career as a starting defensemen for the NHL’s San Francisco Gold. But
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Mike is done with all that. He’s starting with a fresh foot forward and putting his
past behind him. That is, until his past quite literally reappears before his eyes.
Sara Jetty is just as beautiful as she was a decade before, but Mike hasn’t seen her
since she left for her first Olympics and scored a gold medal in women’s figure
skating. Now something has put shadows in her eyes, a familiar type of hurt he is
all too well versed in. This Sara wants nothing to do with him. Their easy friendship
is gone and in its place is a hardened woman who’s nothing like the girl from his
past. Still, Mike hasn’t become a top defensemen in the NHL by being afraid of
hard work, and he isn’t about to let Sara push him away. Come hell or high water,
he’s going to crack her tough outer shell and find the sweet, innocent woman he’s
lusted after and loved, in equal measure, for more than ten years.

The Truth Is
• Nita Ambani launched the Indian Super League, on the lines of FIFA, to boost
football in India • Sudha Murty gave her savings to her husband, Narayana Murthy,
to help start Infosys • Naina Lal Kidwai was the first Indian woman to graduate
from Harvard Business School • Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw started Biocon with a seed
capital of Rs10,000 • At the age of sixteen, Sania Mirza became the youngest and
the first Indian woman to win a Grand Slam These are some snippets from She
Walks, She Leads which profiles twenty-six iconic women in modern India. These
leaders tell their stories, up close and personal. Their relentless ambition to shatter
the glass ceiling, their pursuit for excellence and the challenges that came their
way – all of this is captured vividly in this exclusive anthology. Each chapter is
based on extensive research and has never-seen-before photographs of these
luminaries. The chapters are followed by interviews with their companions and
close confidants who have seen them grow over the years. The women leaders
profiled in the book come from different fields like banking, media, cinema, sports,
fashion, philanthropy and industry.

The Dark Days Club
Eric Bittle may be a former junior figure skating champion, vlogger extraordinaire,
and very talented amateur pâtissier, but being a freshman on the Samwell
University hockey team is a whole new challenge. It is nothing like co-ed club
hockey back in Georgia! First of all? There’s checking. And then, there is Jack—his
very attractive but moody captain. A collection of the first half of the megapopular
webcomic series of the same name, Check, Please!: #Hockey is the first book of a
hilarious and stirring two-volume coming-of-age story about hockey, bros, and
trying to find yourself during the best four years of your life.
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